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Abstract

Social media is a desirable Big Data source used to examine the relationship between crime and social behavior. Observation of this connection is enriched within a geographic information system (GIS) rooted in environmental criminology theory, and produces several different results to substantiate such a claim. This paper presents the construction and implementation of a GIS artifact producing visualization and statistical outcomes to develop evidence that supports predictive crime analysis. An information system research prototype guides inquiry and uses crime as the dependent variable and a social media tweet corpus, operationalized via natural language processing, as the independent variable. This inescapable realization of social media as a predictive crime variable is prudent; researchers and practitioners will better appreciate its capability. Inclusive visual and statistical results are novel, represent state-of-the-art predictive analysis, increase the baseline $R^2$ value by 7.26%, and support future predictive crime-based research when front-run with real-time social media.
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Introduction

In the new millennium the emergence of geographic information systems and social media have successfully reinforced many aspects of crime analysis. In 2015, the Chicago Police Department’s Superintendent, Garry McCarthy, reported official crime and murder numbers were at all-time record lows (2015). However, crime reporting between 2006 and 2010 by the Bureau of Justice Statistics, revealed that 3.4 million violent victimizations per year went unreported (Langton et al. 2012). Accuracy and precision of crime reporting are important features for police, city authorities, and citizens. Ostensibly, Big Data supports an abundance of crime-incident statistics that allow policy makers, law enforcement agencies, and public safety bureaucracies to allocate resources efficiently and effectively; yet, many statistics are predominately retrospective. Conversely, predictive crime analysis is forward-looking, opportune, and when combined with accurate social behavior, unequivocally gives citizens the ability to identify and circumnavigate high-risk topographies. A Big Data social media geographic information system (GIS), bootstrapped with historical crime data, establishes the state-of-the-art predictive crime paradigm. As a result, retrospective and predictive behavioral social data are used to analyze, evaluate, and predict crime.

Whereas formal investigation and analysis of crime is beneficial, many incidents go unreported by citizenry, witnesses, and victims. This action is self-justified because of concern that reporting criminal incident may reveal substantive clues about their identity and subsequent exposure to nefarious activity. Furthermore, fear, absence of police cooperation, and general lack of importance are common reasons for unreported violent crime (Langton et al. 2012). On one hand, crime may be decreasing; on the other hand, it is frankly not properly being reported. Nonetheless, this does not automatically indicate criminal incident is—in fact—unanalyzable. It means crime not reported to authorities via formal process must be collected using alternative means. This effects long-term GIS crime analysis with respect to bootstrapping the artifact with
crime data. Thus, alternative methods to collect, report, and verify criminal incident are needed. Research suggests predictive crime methods developed using linguistic analysis of social media, risk terrain modeling, and individual behavior extracted from social media (Agarwal et al. 2014) are well suited to support such collection, reporting, and analysis.

Modern natural language processing procedures allow access to latent features within a social media corpus. Featherstone (2013) describes a social media crime-based collection and prediction system allowing such analysis; unlike crime-based analysis and prediction via data mining algorithms, their solution adds functionally by identifying the context of the environment. Gerber (2014) and Wang et al. (2012) indicate social media predictive crime analysis is possible. Also, given that a large amount of crime is unreported, alternative crime reporting and verification methods are critical; research from Derczynski et al. (2013) on tweet sparsity, Kaufmann et al. (2010) on addressing tweet normalization, and Bontcheva et al. (2013) on tweet information extraction build the support framework for social media to be used in place of formal crime reporting procedures. Together, an unconventional method is formed that provides new ways to construct a GIS risk terrain model (RTM) integrated with geospatial social media in order to significantly enhance crime prediction or expose previously unreported incidents.

Risk terrain models infrequently consider input risk layers originating from a social media corpus. A microblog corpus is complex and its preprocessing needs are considerable if it is to be consumed as a geographic information system RTM input risk layer. In addition, the corpus must be operationalized to expose its latent behavioral structure and intricate social context. Subsequently, evaluating social media as an RTM input risk layer within a geographic information system requires spatial pattern analysis and overt mathematical techniques such as probability or regression calculations. Whereas social media is orthogonal to the current RTM research model it is poised to add significant value as an emerging and disruptive RTM input risk layer. For example, Drawve (2014) found RTM crime-based technology artifacts can be compared to traditional spatial and temporal analysis of crime, density estimation, and various other retrospective crime analysis solutions. Social media realized as an input risk layer to increase an RTM’s statistically significant predictive capability, crime-reporting, and domain-specific GIS crime analysis functionality will increase its acceptance as a social risk variable.

The revolutionary geographic information system artifact constructed implements social media’s latent linguistic features to explore criminal incidents and their visual representations. Explicitly, it implements a Twitter corpus by overcoming a tweet’s data sparsity and discovers the latent linguistic-based grammatical structures embedded within. The solution is supported by ArcGIS data analysis, fundamental linguistic experiments, visualizations, and regression calculations. It overcomes traditional GIS retrospective outcomes because the social media corpus is used as a proxy that yields an information system artifact with predictive crime analysis capabilities. While the solution is exploratory it exemplifies the need for real-time data collection, social media linguistic processing, and Big Data assimilation with respect to intelligence-based predictive theory. Consequently, the project unequivocally acknowledges the possibility of a relationship between a grammatically processed social media corpus and domain specific datasets combined within the confines of a GIS RTM solution. Beyond the introduction, the remainder of the work consists of a literature review. A section describing hypothesis development followed by the research methodology including data and its features. An analysis section describing the study and its quantitative and qualitative features. Last, the experiment conducted, conclusions drawn, limitations reviewed, and suggestions for future extension are provided.

**Literature Review**

Social media and its integration with crime data is of interest with respect to predictive crime analysis as observed in a GIS risk terrain modeling environment. The “Big Data” definition of Manoochehri (2014) would include social media and therefore a tweet corpus collected via Twitter’s API. Many have considered such a corpus, e.g., in a compared algorithm research model Barbosa et al. (2010) set precedent for tweet corpus normalization and semantic detection, which, are now foundational components for big data tweet corpus artifact construction. The information system artifact is best formalized by Offermann et al. (2010), and the concurrent processing of social media’s noisy corpus and law enforcement data is furthering big data crime analysis artifact construction. Early work in risk terrain modeling was concerned with in-depth knowledge of environmental criminology and its correlation with social behavior. Risk terrain modeling input layers were alluded to as early as Block et al. (1995). Subsequently, they were operationalized by Caplan et al. (2010) and Kennedy et al. (2011); standard RTM risk layers currently exist. Social media event
prediction, crime prediction, and intelligence-based analysis are methodological approaches to consider when RTM risk layer guidelines for social media are operationalization. Noisy corpora are currently not operationalized for RTM risk layer input. This suggests a strong need for comparison of disparate artifacts using standard GIS spatial analysis techniques and statistical processing functions or development of social media RTM risk layers.

Natural language processing methodologies mitigate tweet noise, thus, normalizing a sparse tweet corpus and preparing it for examination is conceivable. Two customary methods include spell-checking as implemented by Choudhury et al. (2007) and Mays et al. (1991), and more currently normalization via noisy channel methods proposed by Cook et al. (2009). The latter scrutinizes a sparse corpus using an unsupervised text normalization approach, and on a set of 303 text messages they achieved 59% overall accuracy. A normalization method using statistical machine translation, most noted by Aw et al. (2006) and perfected by Han et al. (2011), extends traditional machine translation approaches and attempts to obtain analysis at the context or grammatical structure level of a corpus. As a result, they were able to normalize an SMS corpus and return only an 11% error rate. Mitigating tweet noise via NLP processing starts the operationalization of a tweet corpus, but it does not convert it to an RTM risk layer.

Several researchers address periphery issues of a sparse big data NLP tweet corpus and crime prediction. Wang et al. (2012) used an information system development methodology with automatic semantic analysis and linear prediction to study various aspects of social media crime prediction. In particular, they stress that traditional systems do not implement social media in the setting of a contiguous event. Gerber (2014) and Featherstone (2013) study predictive crime via latent Dirichlet and frequency-based topic analysis, respectively. They incorporate the initial operationalization of social media as an RTM risk layer, and its evaluation of the optimal impact of an artifact. In a work on geospatial crime mapping Bendler et al. (2014) validate the use of a normalized tweet corpus and suggest social media can enhance accuracy of specific crime type prediction. In a GIS artifact using geographically weighted and zero-inflated Poisson regression models to examine social media and crime, results were significant and supported accuracy of hot spot construction (Bendler et al. 2014). Bendler et al. (2014) clarify and extend the many ways early work in crime research relates to a tweet corpus.

When risk layers are selected and consumed by the GIS model many factors significantly influence artifact predictive accuracy and artifact comparability. To address this, traditional risk terrain models use quantifiable techniques such as predictive accuracy and recapture rate indices (Drawve, 2014) for assessment. Drawve (2014) tested performance comparison models and processes using, STAC, Nnh, KDE, and RTM artifacts. The predictive accuracy index (PAI) was used as a measure of accuracy with assessment being component-based variables consistent with the environmental criminology variables of time, place, and risk. In addition, the recapture rate index (RRI) suggests measurement for short-term and long-term crime prediction. Since it is assumed that social media, in a similar way to traditional risk layers, can be operationalized and subsequently compared via the same performance priorities of traditional layers, preliminary investigation and analysis to determine its scope of use is relevant.

**Hypothesis Development**

Prior studies consistently suggest social media corpora as a GIS crime analysis risk layer are associated with three specific dimensions of preprocessing. Social media corpus normalization, crime identification, and context of surrounding social behavior. Each needs examination to uncover quantifiable results and qualitative visual relationships found in both retrospective and RTM social media crime analysis artifacts. Although very different from environmental criminology’s traditional GIS risk layer construct of time, place, and crime, a tweet corpus combined with Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program locations produces similar outcomes and sophisticated crime maps. Such revolutionary crime layers are key proxies for predictive crime. The concept is analogous to John Snow’s 1855 description of cholera and proximity to the Broad Street water pump, where quantitative and qualitative theory, experiment, and analysis produced results to generate hypotheses and discussion, which, beforehand were limited (Tufte 1983). Therefore, simple conjecture supports a social media GIS crime analysis artifact design that reveals a relationship between social media and crime when controlling for the effects of social behavior.

In view of existing hot spot crime mapping theory, it is expected that no metadata in addition to crime frequency is needed to represent the potential for future crime (Drawve 2014). In other words, hot spot mapping is retrospective, only predicting the future given the past. In Kennedy et al. (2011) retrospective
or density mapping, is considered reactive and its crime risk or potential value to identify a subsequent high or low crime risk topography does not make it predictive. Further, considering the context of social media as an online communication forum sketched by Bendler et al. (2014), Rakesh et al. (2013), and more importantly Li et al. (2012), different levels of linguistic processing yield richness inherent of social and emotional structures in connection with users. The identification of hot spots created from a risk terrain model implementing a social media risk layer via grammatical structure captures greater levels of social behavior and therefore increases predictive richness just as greater frequency-based incident increases traditional density map constructs. It is expected that a tweet corpus heavily processed for grammatical constructs will be more predictive than a corpus simply linguistically tagged with parts of speech, or a retrospective crime analysis tweet corpus where no linguistic processing is introduced. Therefore, implementing a risk-based social media artifact, scrutinized in quantitative and qualitative ways; a hypothesis is considered.

Hypothesis (H1). Risk terrain model predictive capability will be highest in the grammatically tagged tweet corpus condition, when compared to a standard tagged or untagged social media corpus operationalized as a GIS risk layer.

Within the defined theoretical framework, the research model in Figure 1 is presented. It tests the relationship between social media and crime when controlling for multiple levels of social behavior. A favorable outcome will produce a GIS RTM artifact with better capability to predict crime and help observe social media risk variables.

Research Methodology

Four data sources, one primary and three secondary, are used to construct the artifact. The primary data consists of a tweet corpus that originated from approximately 512,000 tweets collected from the Twitter stream between August 2014 and December 2014. Each original tweet consists of three primary content lines: author, time, and content, with approximately 25 additional metadata fields. Collecting only geo-coded tweets is done by applying a latitude and longitude polygon bounding box in the tweet collection code. Thus, the primary tweet collection polygon is coded with a Southwest (bottom left) corner of 33.137051, -112.511466 and a Northeast (top right) corner of 33.767319, -111.531636. The source code is written in Java and uses standard JSON metadata collection. Due to a dearth of processing cycles and subsequent to initial collection, the tweet corpus was narrowed to approximately 25,000 tweets within the Chicago, IL area. Figure 2a displays the eight by six mile rectangle that represents the entire tweet population used to construct the tweet corpus.

Next, secondary crime data is collected from the City of Chicago and consists of approximately 270,000 crimes (2014a). These data originated between August 2014 and December 2014 and downloaded from the Chicago website December 31, 2014. Each record consists of 22 fields with primary type of crime, latitude, and longitude being examples, see Figure 2b.

Third, the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) is a nutrition assistance social program offered to low-income participants. Via Electronic Benefits Transfer (EBT) cards SNAP benefits provide low-income individuals or families access to eligible food items within a nationwide network of greater than 250,000 locations (2014b). There are eight fields for each record: ID, store name, latitude, longitude, address, city, state, zip code, and county. Figure 2c displays the 521 locations identified within the study area, which, overlaps tweet and crime data. Last, census data were obtained via ArcGIS and its access to the ESRI 2010 census CD-ROM dataset (2012).
The features of each dataset represent social behavior of real-world locations in which they exist. For example, a grammatically tagged tweet represents an English-like structure, as applied by an NLP technique, of linguistic social behavior for a specific user at a specific location. Crime and SNAP features are the latitude and longitude of the actual crime incident and store location and represent the social environment in which they exist. The full assortment and counterpart of each, according to its variable assignment are as follows:

**Dependent Variable.** The variable to be measured with the measurement number recorded and used as an evaluation mechanism for the independent variable and is represented by R^2^ value based on the OLS outcome. The R^2^ value will be used for the dependent variable outcome because its calculation is deemed to be significantly influenced by the NLP process being used to operationalize the tweet RTM risk layer.

**Independent Variables.** The amount of NLP procedure used. Each sampling unit, i.e., a single tweet, may influence the outcome of the study. Two NLP techniques will be applied to the tweet corpus systematically. Each is deemed to influence the dependent variable.

**Nuisance Variables.** The geographical information system OLS model and mapping algorithm used for each different treatment to produce an R^2^ value and visualization will be influenced by a number of nuisance variables. This variable includes different versions of the mapping solution, which, will be measured in terms of R^2^ value of an Nnh and RTM artifacts.

- **Nnh:** Nearest Neighbor Clustering is based on threshold distance to which the crime incidents are compared to identify clusters, i.e., minimum number of points specified to make cluster decision.
- **RTM:** Risk Terrain Model. A common model used with point data to calculate risk assessment of a study area based upon physical but more importantly social factors. It results in higher risk values being associated with increased odds of a criminal event occurring in the future. Risk factors are commonly operationalized via proximity to or density of each factor across the overlaid grid of the study area. Each risk factor is expressed separately as a map layer because of differing spatial influences, and then combined to form an overall risk assessment. For example, high-density areas of alcohol outlets being within a block of a pawn shop could represent riskier areas for potential victims. These two factors have different operational spatial influences but can be spatially joined. It is the spatial overlap of risk factors that creates risk in the environment, i.e., where future crime would be expected to occur.
- **Census and SNAP locations** although act as an independent variable are a component of the solution being used to enforce a social environment as needed for a risk terrain model environment.
**Sampling Units.** This will be each tweet as collected from the data collection Twitter API data collection stream. This should be consistent with other like participants or sampling units used in informatics.

**Random Assignment.** Assignment of Sampling Units will be done via the default assignment of tweet ID as pulled from the data collection process. As each tweet is created a random ID is generated by Twitter. The tweet ID is sorted in ascending order; the top 550,000 were used as the corpus of this study.

The experiment was conducted in a controlled setting where artifacts were constructed in a usability laboratory at Claremont Graduate University. The study was designed as a two level factorial experiment, with crime as one factor and artifact construction the other, see Table 1. The artifact construction factor was extended to three sublevels, each level represents a tweet corpus NLP processing treatment. The three treatments are noNLP, medNLP, and hiNLP, and the experiment was conducted 3 times, one for each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Experiment Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artifact Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noNLP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime Data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the tweet corpus being the independent variable it was the basis for manipulation. It was selected after careful consideration because of the social behavior it represents. Geocoded tweets allow for point of reference and random solicitation of latent linguistic societal variables. As displayed in Table 1 under artifact construction and shown in Figure 3, various versions of the tweet corpus were constructed; a control corpus with no NLP processing (Figure 3a), i.e., a latitude and longitude point representation of a tweet's existence. Next, a nonspecific NLP tweet corpus was constructed using a General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) annotation pipe. This annotation pipe used A Nearly-New Information Extraction System (ANNIE), to process and apply part of speech tags to the corpus (Figure 3b). A third corpus using ANNIE; however, 29 Java Annotation Patterns Engine (JAPE) rules were written and used to convert the standard ANNIE part of speech tags into an English-like grammar tag (Figure 3c). Therefore, each version of artifact was composed of the secondary data and a specific tweet corpus, i.e., control tweet corpus (noNLP), nonspecific NLP (medNLP), and grammatically processed (hiNLP) corpus. In a 1 by 3 design with ordering of the conditions insignificant this inclusive experiment tested crime prediction via tweet corpus NLP manipulation.

**Analysis of Methodology, Limitations, and Summary of Results**

To analyze the qualitative and quantitative results a number of spatial statistic tools were employed. First, descriptive statistics in the form of spatial autocorrelation of feature location and value were considered. Next, a visual representation of the surface data was prepared. Last, a continuous surface to visualize results is helpful, although it does not reveal statistical analysis of the experiment. Therefore, ordinary least squares (OLS) regression analyses were executed.

Figure 4 provides spatial statistics and pattern evaluation for each data layer represented in the GIS artifact using the control tweet corpus. Figure 4a explains tweet corpus point locations, with a z-score of 2.16, the corpus is represented via spatial clusters with a less than 5% likelihood the clustered pattern is random chance. A similar outcome is true for SNAP data (Figure 4c) with a z-score of 3.86, and population data (Figure 4d) with a z-score of 3.10; both have less than 1% likelihood that their respective clustered pattern is a result of random chance. Although the pattern for each prior dataset is spatially clustered, the crime data, Figure 4b, yields a z-score of .375, thus representing a pattern that does not appear to be significantly different than random.
To demonstrate the implications of NLP processing of the corpus, aggregation of crime, SNAP, and population data was necessary. A number of spatial joins were constructed and executed. First, crime data was spatially joined with population. Next, SNAP locations were joined with the crime and population data. Subsequently, tweet point locations, representing the noNLP tweet corpus, were joined with the crime, population, and SNAP data, Figure 5 illustrates the combined layers and represents the baseline environment for the study. The spatial join process was repeated for the midNLP and the hiNLP corpora.

With all the layers combined further qualitative and quantitative analysis in an ordinary least squares approach was employed. The ArcGIS OLS tool simultaneously tests feature structures and measures the models relational strength; it provides a more complete analysis of interrelationships with respect to outcomes than the individual layer spatial autocorrelation results represented in Figure 4. For each artifact construction NLP treatment, crime was selected as the dependent variable with population, SNAP, and tweets selected for explanatory variables. Figure 6 displays qualitative results of the OLS analysis for each tweet corpus NLP condition. That is, noNLP processing in Figure 6a, nonspecific midNLP in Figure 6b, and grammatically processed or hiNLP in Figure 6c. Considering the OLS resultant for each NLP treatment, the change in polygon shading visually illustrates NLP’s influence on the dependent variable.
Moreover, Figure 7 displays spatial autocorrelation resultants for each condition of the above OLS qualitative analysis. This spatial autocorrelation analysis was conducted to examine how dispersed, random, or clustered explanatory variables for each OLS model impacted the dependent variable. Thus, for z-scores of .48 (Figure 7a), .89 (Figure 7b), and 1.58 (Figure 7c) the noNLP, midNLP, and hiNLP tweet corpus layers, respectively, display that a random spatial pattering exists for each.

To accept the hypothesis, consideration of how much variation in the dependent variable (crime) has been explained by the model (in particular each NLP treatment layer). Figures 8, 9, and 10 present OLS diagnostic results. Figure 8 is associated with the crime, SNAP, population, and noNLP layers. It yields an R² value of .606, is the baseline, and control group for the project. Ensuing NLP tweet corpus layers with the ability to incite positive predictors will need to better this value to explain variations in the dependent variable. Next, Figure 9 represents the crime, SNAP, population, and midNLP layers. Yielding an R² of .522 its capability is worse than baseline. The dependent variable is less explained given a tweet corpus with a nonspecific NLP treatment. Last, crime, SNAP, population, and hiNLP layers are displayed in Figure 10. With an R² of .679 this solution best explains the dependent variable. The independent variable, hiNLP, did influence the dependent variable outcome. Therefore, the hypothesis—Risk terrain model predictive capability will be highest in the grammatically tagged tweet corpus condition, when compared to a standard tagged or untagged social media corpus operationalized as a GIS risk layer—is accepted.

Limitations of the work fit into a number of specific areas. First, to the extent of methodological areas such as sample size, data, and prior investigation. Second, limitations with respect to researcher’s longitudinal effects. Last, statistical validity in the area of meta-analysis of existing literature. Although three distinct areas are addressed, the limitations span the entirety of the problem under investigation.

In the area of corpus collection, random selection considering more than half a billion tweets sent via Twitter every single day. The issue becomes whether or not the corpus collected is a representative sample
given this enormity. This view can be seen from two perspectives; one, time and location of tweet selection; two, API used to collect the tweets from the Twitter stream. The time-based error component does not influence overall results with the randomization process used, e.g., users post at different times.

Another limitation is the tokenization and part-of-speech tagging methods applied to the corpus. The NLP tokenization process used was break on space. More sophisticated techniques should be implemented in order to enhance results and overcome the known noise within the tweet tokenization process. Each word in a tweet was assigned a part-of-speech via Wordnet lookup; however, upon tweet chunking the rules applied only incorporated rudimentary chunk structure, e.g., (ENN><VBD><NN>)( <PRO><JJ><NN>). A more advanced process would increase identifying a causal relationship within a tweet; the inability to exploit such a novel relationship between tweet content and real-world context is present.

To best describe the meta-analysis limitation in detailed but concise terms the multi-data domain aspect of this work must be recognized. Each data domain has its own evaluation methodologies and measures. Formal NLP evaluation of the social media corpus does not provide satisfactory GIS artifact evaluation analysis. Likewise, overall GIS regression accuracy does not provide adequate NLP analysis. Hence, the meta-analysis of formal NLP, regression, and the predictive accuracy index (PAI) and recapture rate index (RRI) are used as a measure of accuracy with assessment being component-based variables with the environmental criminology variables of time, place, and risk. Impact to overall findings appears nominal and perceives to have little impact on conclusions of the study, but needs consideration.

Conclusion

The predictive crime capability of a social media GIS RTM risk layer was modeled, and through OLS regression and visualization was evaluated. Figures 8, 9, and 10 represent OLS outcomes with GIS processing of secondary data and implementation of a tweet corpus in three states. The noNLP corpus has tweet location only. NLP processing was applied to the midNLP and hiNLP corpora. Figure 7 highlights the quantitative R² values for the qualitative OLS regression analysis generated from the model shown in Figure 6. In other words, each proposed NLP solution was tested for the relationship between crime and a latent social behavior identified as the grammatical structure of the tweet. Tweets with greater English-like grammar were expected to provide greater predictive capability, social RTM structure, and be more trustworthy within the GIS model. With R² values of .606, .522, and .679 a relationship does in fact exist.

Future work is intended to extend the comparison of predictive spatial techniques, incorporate a social media GIS RTM risk layer, and use the predictive accuracy index (PAI) and recapture rate index (RRI) for evaluation of an artifact. With RTM increasing in popularity among researchers and practitioners, comparison is required to established spatial prediction techniques commonly used in hot spot mapping. The focus of prior work was to operationalize social media layers and use regression to evaluate outcomes; this study considers such an approach, with subsequent work to focus on the PAI and RRI indices to compare RTM to traditional hot spot techniques. Historically, crime not included in the pool of risk factors for the RTM model resulted in a model being constructed strictly from crime generators and crime attractors (CGAs). Given the notion that to predict where crime will occur—past crime has had to occur—allows RTM to different itself from such traditional hot spot techniques by excluding crime as a risk factor. Therefore, this effort is novel and its contribution is directed at constructing “foundational models” that integrate social media and past crime as risk layers with the intent on building an examination framework of how future research can compare “best models” without crime to “best models” with crime.
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